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Next Meeting

Last Meeting

The next meeting will be held on Sunday September 28
at the Qualicum and Ciraham Park Community Centre

The last meeting was held on Sunday li4ay 25 at the
Qualicum and Graham Park Community Centre.
The meeting featured a sale of watch and clock items
from the estate of the our late member Bill Graham.

on Esquimalt Avenue in Graham Park, doors open at
12:30 pm.
Commencing promptly at 1:00 pm, there will be another
sale of horological items including clocks, watches,
clock and watch palts, tools and a few bookr;. Founding
member Carl Jensen has asked the Chapter to dispose
of these items as he is moving to a smallerr home and
has to reluctantly discaLrd some very useful and useable
items. However he wants them to go to people who will
have a real use for thern i.e. our members. Don't forget,
the sale will open protnptly at 1:00 pm - not before, so
be there on time"
There are many items in which we are sure our members
will be interested, ancl all are priced to sell, so come
along and bring some cash. Also, when you buy you

will

be helping the Chapter, as Carl is generously
donating a portion of the money raised to the Chapter.

Following the sale there will be show and tell
presentations by members to talk about their latest
acquisitions and any ne'w and interesting thin5;s they have
come across during the summer. There will also be the
usual Mart and Displa'y tables available for everyone's
use.
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Carl Jensen on whose loehalf the Chapter will be selling
some very useful and interesting horologir:al items at
the September meeting.
The Bytown Times is published five times a year by
the Ottawa Chapter 111, National Association of
Watch and Clock Collectors.
President: Maynard f)okken, 16 Brian Cres. Nepean,
Ontario. K2H6X3. Tblephone (613) 829-1565.
Vice President: Bill I'ullen.
Secretary: Ben Robefts.
Treasurer: Charles Br:ddoe.
Immediate Past President: Dan Hudon.
Program Director: Allan Symons.
': Ben Robefts. Telephone (613)
lress : benrobe@ sympatico.ca

ive times a year on the fourth
Sunday of the months of Jan., March, May, Sept., and
Nov., at I :00 pm. Annual dues $ 16.
Membership in the NAWCC is obligatory.
Association dues: U.lS. $55.

There were more than ten tables of watch and clock parts,
tools and books, all available for sale at very attractive

prices, Tne majr.rrity of items were sold very quickly,
and everyone expressed great satisfaction at the outcome
of the sale. Later, at the formal opening of the meeting,
President Maynard Dokken thanked the members of the
Graham family who had organized and run the sale;
Marcia and Jack Taylor, Laurie Graham and Graham
Quiller. They had worked hard to sort the items, bring
them to the meeting and sell them. The members were
very grateful for the opportunity to acquire many soughtafter items, both for their own use, and also in many
cases as a momento of Bill Graham.
Maynard and Ben Roberts are attempting to compile a
record of pictures of individual members purely for
recognition purposes. To date some 43 member's
pictures are in the record, and the remaining members
are requested to submit to having their individual pictures
taken for inclusion.
Interest was expressed in holding a Chapter picnic once
more this summer. It will again be held at the Dokken's
cottage, and everyone will be sent a notice when a firm
July date and other details have been finalized.
The Chapter also plans to hold aWine and Cheese party
again this year, probably in October. George Royer
volunteered to hold the event at his home, and details
will be worked out with him.
The main item on the program was a talk by Dan Hudon
on Escapements. He gave a very interesting presentation
which generated much interest and some stimulating
discussions.
The remainder of the program consisted of Show and
Tell items by members;
Dr. Dan O'Conner showed two interesting watches from
his collection: One was an eight dial watch which could
show time in eight different locations, and the other a
Lindbergh Watch by Longines made in very limited
quantities. A gold case version was used by Lindbergh
on his transatlantic flight, and he was apparently also
involved in the actual design of the watch.
Allan Symonds showed some of the latest additions to
his museum's collection of Snider Clocks. The Snider
Clock collection is currently a feature display at the
museum.
Jordan Renaud displayed a single hand English Long
Case clock made by William Shaw 1760 - 1790.
Len Gasenbeek showed and demonstrated a verv fine
music box.
George Royer showed a one-of-a-kind Pequegnat clock
which had been built into a fireplace over-mantel.
Peter Kushnir showed a 'Motion Chart Recorder'used
by the CN Railway in Canada to record movement in
their freisht cars.

Seen at the Last Meeting
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Our thanks to Marcia and Jack Taylor, Lauri Graham and euiller
Graham, who brought aiong and sold the the mariy watch and clock
parts, tools and books from Bill Graham's estate.
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There were more than ten tables of
horological items and books in the sale.
Aln:rost everythinll sold very quickly.
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Above: Dan Hudon gives his presentation
on Escapements. Right: The movement
and some of the drawings used by Dan to
illustrate his talk.
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This Pequegnat clock was shown by George Royer.
The clock was built into a fireplace overmantel, and
although it does not have an identifiable Pequegnat
case, it has a Pequegnat movement.
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Seen at the Larst Meeting Cont.
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Dr. Dan O'Conner shc'wed two watches from his collection. The first was an eight dial watch which could show
time in eight different locations throughourt the world. The second was a very limited edition Lindbergh watch
made by Longines, whrich indicates both real time and elapsed time. A gold cased version of this watch was used
by Lindbergh himself on his transatlantic flight, and he apparently was involved in it's design.
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Jordan Renaud showed a single hand 30 hour long case clock made by William
Shaw of Botsdale (A village some 2i Miies F{NW of lpswich, Errgiand). It
has a brass dial and a Posted-Frame or 'Birdcase' movement.
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Allan Symons showed some of the latest additions to the Snider
Clock collection at his Canada Clock Museum. One was a Nautical
Clock kit in its original carton, shown on the right.
The museum is currently featuring its display of Snider Clocks.
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The very fine music trox displayed and
demonstrated by Len Gasenbeek.

A "Motion Charl Recorder" was demonstrated by Peter Kushnir.
The instrument was used by the Canadian National Railway to
record any violent motion inside a freight car during its journey,
and consequently the amount of shock to which the car's contents
were subjected.
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Wilson's Revisited
By Maynard Dokken

On May 14,2003, with my brother-in-law,I revisited

the Wilson's in Bancroft at their 'CLOCKS
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and also some

of the clocks in their house, some of

which are for sale.
Again a very pleasant two hours were spent with the
Wilsons looking at clocks and discussing various other
philosophical topics. I purchased aWestclox car clock,
two Westclox alarm clocks and a wooden works clock
with a tablet painted by Marjorie Wilson.

Bancroft is approximately atwo hour drive from Ottawa,
but the dri've is well worthwhile. Clocks from Vienna
regulators and Grandfather clocks to alarm clocks are
available to the clock enthusiast.
If you decide to viLsit them , I suggest a phone call (613332-3948) or an email (wilsontime@nexicom.net) to
ensure that they are open.
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Chapter Picnic

Some 36 members, wives and guests attended our Chapter
picnic this year. Held on Sunday July 13, the weather was just
right, and all enjoyed a very pleasant aftemoon by the lake.
Again we have to thank Teresa and Maynard Dokken for the use of their cottage, and for the hard work they put in
to make all the preparations, which not only included getting the cottage ready for our invasion, but in purchasing
and prepraring the hamburgers, hot dogs and other supplies prior to our arrival. Also our thanks go once again to
Judy Graham for her able perfbrmance with the barbeque, and to Karen Dokken for her very willing and able
assistance. Our grateful thanks to all of thern for a very pleasant and enjoyable afternoon.
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Left to right: Peter Kushnir, Brian and Jean Hollebone,
Maynard Dokken, Rita Pullen, Monique Hudon and
Louise Beddoe

Karen Dokken and Judy Graham at their posts
and ready to cook and serve really good
hamburgers and hot dogs.
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Monique and Dan Hudon relax by the water

Left to right: Bob Drysdale, Dan Hudon,
Robert Lamothe,Treasurer Charles Beddoe,
and Louise Beddoe

Left
with
Martin Phillips at the Mart Table
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Vice President Bill
in conversation.

Pete Graham

Ben Roberts receives much needed instruction
in the use of a camera from Bill Pullen.

Chapter Picnic Cont.
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Members check out the contents of the
Display and Auction Tables.
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Left to right: Judy Graham, Maynard Dokken,
Karen Doken, Nance Phelps and Pete Graham.
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Monique and Dan Hudon with Russell
Needham at the Display Table

Ilrian and Jean Hollebone
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Maynard in action during the auction.

Left: Peter Kushnir spoke
about the second Horological
Show and Mart to be held in

Montreal by the Horological
Association of Montreal and
NAWCC Chapters 111 and
132 on October 5.

Martin Phillips with Nance Phelps and
George Royer.

Right: Preparations for the
picnic completed, hostess
Teresa Dokken is able to take a

few minutes to relax in front of
her cottase.

Left to right: Peter Clarke, John Kennedy
and Charles Locke

On display was a Gustav

Becker clock owned by
Pete Graham and housed

in a very attractive

case

made by Pete's son Rob.

Peter Kushnir and Mavnard Dokken

